Study for the Sat or Gre? Like, get real -- higher learning has nothing to do with life! The Pcat is the only study guide thats truly fun to read and play -- a book that tests our mastery of the really important stuff: mindless pop-culture trivia. Test takers, relax -- there will be no questions on algebra or reading comprehension. All you need for that perfect double-800 score is a sense of humor, a sharpened no. 2 pencil, and a good memory for all the things you used to do to avoid studying, working, or spending quality time with the family.Equally enjoyable as nostalgic memory sharpener or a New Wave party game (be sure to cue up a Duran Duran CD), the Pcat is loaded with truly gnarly SAT-style questions that cover every major category of eighties pop culture -- Tube, Flicks, Tunes, Trends, and Technology. Complete with a scoring key that rates test takers from 200 (a Space Cadet) to 800 (a Total 80s Spaz), the PCAT is a hilarious trip down memory lane - - and the definitive guide to everything that made the eighties totally rad.
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